
From NEU, UNISON, GMB and Unite 

Letter to MATs CEO 

Dear 

As you know the Department for Education is continuing its plans to start the wider opening 

of schools from 1 June 2020. You will also, no doubt, be aware that the education unions’ 

position is that the wider opening of schools should begin only when it is safe.  

The Department for Education has placed the decision on wider opening, as it should, on the 

shoulders of the employer and the head teacher or principal. It has, however, failed to 

provide clear and robust guidance that if properly implemented will ensure the health and 

safety of pupils, staff and the wider community. 

We attach a checklist produced by the National Education Union, GMB, Unite and Unison 

which you may already have seen.  

As you will be aware, the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 places a duty on employers to 

ensure the health, safety and welfare of all employees and, indeed, also those of persons 

not in employment but who may be affected by the employer’s actions (pupils, staff, and 

anyone sharing a home with pupils or members of staff).  

There is other legislation that places duties on employers in relation to the protection of 

health and safety, including -   

• Regulations 3 and 8 of the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 

1999 

• Regulation 4 of the Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992  

• Regulation 4 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992  

• Regulation 7 of the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 

In addition, it is implied into every contract of employment that an employer will protect the 

employee’s health and safety. We recommend that you remain alert to these duties when 

you are assessing whether a school under your control is safe to be opened more widely.  

We wish to raise the following matters with you: - 

1. The decision on whether it is safe to increases pupil numbers should be made by each 

school individually following an inspection of the site with union reps (utilising the 

attached checklist) and engagement with the local authority, staff and parents. Given 

the individual nature of every school and the area in which it is located a decision to 

increase pupil numbers is not a MAT central decision. Please confirm you agree that 

this is the case. 

 

2. You must engage with the local authority where each of your schools is located given 

local authority legal responsibility towards all children and young people in their area. 

They will also have knowledge of the local R rate, the availability of testing and 

tracking and of PPE, as well as public transport options. All of these factors plainly 

impact on whether a particular school is likely to risk the health and safety of pupils 

and staff should they open more widely.  

 



3. The unions are taking up our concerns over safety direct with government and we are 

calling on the Prime Minister to step back from an unsafe increase in pupil numbers 

from 1 June. We want to work together with government to create the conditions for a 

safe return to schools, based on the principles and tests set out by education unions 

representing support staff, teachers and head teachers (see TUC statement). The 

government has however, failed to meet these principles and its own five key tests; 

meaning a safe increase in pupils from 1 June is not possible. 

 

4. We are clear the current situation is not your fault or that of school leadership. We 

understand that you and your schools have a duty to plan for all eventualities. 

Therefore, we would request that each of your schools urgently provide all recognised 

unions reps locally with a full copy of the school’s draft risk assessments for increasing 

pupil numbers, and arrange a meeting to discuss the joint union checklist. This will 

ensure a whole school approach to planning for the wider opening of schools when it is 

safe. 

 

5. The Department for Education has confirmed that the 1 June is an ‘aspiration’ and 

therefore the responsibility for taking the decision about when it is safe to increase 

pupil numbers will rest with individual schools, and that such a decision must be made, 

as stated above, in conjunction with the local authority in which the school is located. 

 

We will be advising members of their legal rights should any member contract Covid19 upon 

returning to their school. 

We are acting with good reason and not seeking to score points politically. For us the health 

and safety of pupils and school staff is absolutely paramount. Scientific evidence is yet to be 

released that establishes that the measures contained with the DfE guidance are capable of 

ensuring the risk to pupils, staff and the wider community is reduced to an acceptable level. 

We believe it is important you fully understand the potential liability you are exposing 

yourself to by following the current deeply flawed guidance.  

We are asking you to ensure that decisions in each workplace on wider reopening are taken 

in a manner which accords with the unions’ advice on procedures and standards needed to 

ensure that safety can be maintained and which fully consults and involves our 

representatives, your employees, the relevant local authority and parents. The DfE itself 

states that trusts should work closely with parents, staff and unions as they normally would, 

when agreeing the best approaches for their circumstances. 

 

 

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tuc.org.uk%2Fnews%2Feducation-unions-statement-safe-reopening-schools&data=02%7C01%7CAndrew.Morris%40neu.org.uk%7C8f7bced35033430319d908d7fbe28c76%7Ccc5d511d8e2a474193fd9db7b681ded5%7C1%7C0%7C637254822753956725&sdata=HtPSPAivFRj3vi090Wcb0wYLjNfdsYtEEsX3lKM5BKM%3D&reserved=0
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/preparing-for-the-wider-opening-of-schools-from-1-june/planning-guide-for-primary-schools

